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DESCRIPTION:
What better way to make sense of the history of this country than to study
it through your own family history? In My Personal Connection,
middle school students learn about immigration as they create genealogy
charts, photo albums and autobiographies based on research into their
family's history and the history of the United States. Students work toward
important social studies and English language arts standards as they strive
to answer the essential question, “What is our personal connection to
History?"

My Personal Connection
Student Assignment

"Bring us your tired, your poor, your huddled masses.. “
America is a nation of immigrants. Most of us have family members who came
to America from another country. They may have come at different times
and for different reasons but each has influenced our country in some way.
This learning experience gives you the opportunity to explore your family
history and examine how it has been affected by historical events, how your
family history has affected you and how it has affected the history of
America. By looking at your own family you can make a personal connection to
history.
Part One: Create your own genealogy chart or photo album. For this part
of the assignment use a variety of resources such as family documents,
family members, family pictures, and family bibles, to create a genealogy
chart or photo album that tells a story about your ancestors. Upon
completing your genealogy chart or photo album, be prepared to share it
with the class and, of course, your family.
A. Follow the format we have discussed in class to create a family
tree of at least ~ three generations. A genealogy chart should
contain:







Proper symbols for male/female
Identification of deceased famity members
Birth, death and marriage dates where available
Color-coding: maternal: paternal
Hometown, where available
A family trend such as one of the following: education, religion,
talent, trade or occupation

B. A photo album should contain


Overview of family tree on the front page. A simple genealogy
worksheet will be provided for you.
Each photograph should be labeled with the following:
-Name
-Birth/death date
-Color coded- maternal/paternal
-Hometown, where available
-A family trend such as: education, religion, talent, trade or
occupation

Part Two: Based on your genealogy chart or photo album, classroom
lessons and additional research, write an autobiography in which you tell
an insightful and personal story about yourself. Include the following:






Description of your family history
Make a connection between the following topics and your family
history:
-Why people wanted to come to America -Effect of immigrants on
America
-Social, cultural, political and economic problems faced by
immigrants
in America
-Immigration law.
Connection between your family history and the person you are today
by examining family trends, traditions and practices.
Draw a conclusion about the following question: Do we really have a
personal connection to history?
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Student Assignment Option:
For those students who may have difficulty completing the assessment due
to lack of information or personal reasons, the following may be completed in
place of the original assessment.
Part One: Create a genealogy chart for an important person in your life.
Ask someone who you admire if he or she would be willing to share his or her
family story with you. Prepare questions and conduct an interview with this
person. Follow the format we have discussed in class to create a family tree
of at least three generations.
A genealogy chart should contain:







Proper symbols for male/female
Identification of deceased family members
Birth, death and maniage dates where available
Color-coding: matemal, paternal
Hometown, where available
A family trend such as one of the following: education, religion, talent,
trade or occupation

Part Two: Based on the genealogy chart, interview, classroom lessons
and additional research, write an biographical sketch of one family
member in which you tell an insightful and personal story. Include the
following:






Description of the family history
Make a connection between the following topics and family history:
-Why people wanted to come to America
-Effect of immigrants on America
-Social, cultural, political and economic problems faced by immigrants
in America
-Immigration law
Examine family trends, traditions and practices.
Draw a conclusion about the following question: Do we really have a
personal connection to history?
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